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BUSINESS VALUE
 Improve

Operations

 Save

Money

 Enhance

Service

COMPATIBILITY
 Episys®

The key to making well-informed, data-driven decisions is having all pertinent information
available. Advanced Reporting for Credit Unions™ (ARCU) provides Episys® clients with a central
data repository for viewing crucial business drivers and making fact-based decisions.
ARCU Third Party Loan Integration is an optional feature for ARCU users that combines loan data
stored in other processing systems with the Episys loan data stored in ARCU. This offers decision
makers a comprehensive view of your credit union’s loans.
IT WORKS LIKE THIS . . .
An administrator or a job scheduler places third-party loan files in a designated folder on
the ARCU server. The files are transferred with FTP, SFTP, or moved manually. Once ARCU
receives the file, an import and mapping service picks it up, reads the contents, and writes the
information to a table in the ARCU database.
The nightly ARCU transform-and-load process combines this information with Episys loan data.
The data are integrated throughout ARCU, including the ARCU databases and analytic cube.
This enables all key loan data to be viewed on standard ARCU reports, including dashboards.
The added data are purged on the same schedule as Episys loan data.
ARCU Third Party Loan Integration includes the import and mapping service, new database
tables, a modified transform-and-load process, and mapping for key third-party loan fields. It
also includes training for using this product.

WHAT IT DOES:


Automatically imports third-party loan data



Maps key third-party loan fields to an ARCU table



Combines key loan fields from Episys and third-party
loans to integrate throughout ARCU



Displays the combined loan information on standard
ARCU reports



Retains and purges third-party loan data is on the
same schedule as Episys data

WHAT IT DOES FOR YOU:


Gives management and staff a central repository for
all loan data



Provides critical information for strategic decisions



Provides training on product use

For more information about Symitar®, or to schedule a demonstration or talk to an existing
user, email askus@symitar.com, call 888-SYMITAR (796-4827), or visit www.symitar.com.
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